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We introdu e a lass of multifra tal pro esses, referred to as Multifra tal Random Walks
(MRWs). To our knowledge, it is the rst multifra tal pro esses with ontinuous dilation invarian e properties and stationary in rements. MRWs are very attra tive alternative pro esses
to lassi al as ade-like multifra tal models sin e they do not involve any parti ular s ale ratio.
The MRWs are indexed by few parameters that are shown to ontrol in a very dire t way the
multifra tal spe trum and the orrelation stru ture of the in rements. We brie y explain how,
in the same way, one an build stationary multifra tal pro esses or positive random measures.
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Multifra tal models have been used to a ount for s ale
invarian e properties of various obje ts in very di erent
domains ranging from the energy dissipation or the velo ity eld in turbulent ows [1℄ to nan ial data [2℄. The
s ale invarian e properties of a deterministi fra tal fun tion f (t) are generally hara terized by the exponents q
whi h govern the power law s aling of the absolute moments of its u tuations, i.e.,
(1)
m(q; l) = Kq lq ;
P
where, for instan e, one an hoose m(q; l) = t jf (t +
l) f (t)jq . When the exponents q are linear in q , a
single s aling exponent H is involved. One has q = qH
and f (t) is said to be monofra tal. If the fun tion q
is no longer linear in q, f (t) is said to be multifra tal.
In the ase of a sto hasti pro ess X (t) with stationary
in rements, these de nitions are naturally extended using
m(q; l) = E (jÆl X (t)jq ) = E (jX (t + l) X (t)jq ) ; (2)
where E stands for the expe tation. Some very popular
monofra tal sto hasti pro esses are the so- alled selfsimilar pro esses [3℄. They are de ned as pro esses X (t)
whi h have stationary in rements and whi h verify (in
law)
Æl X (t) = H Æl X (t); 8l;  > 0:
(3)
Widely used examples of su h pro esses are fra tional
Brownian motions (fBm) and Levy walks. One reason
for their su ess is that, as it is generally the ase in
experimental time-series, they do not involve any parti ular s ale ratio (i.e., there is no onstraint on l or  in Eq.
(3)). In the same spirit, one an try to build multifra tal
pro esses whi h do not involve any parti ular s ale ratio.
A ommon approa h originally proposed in the eld of

fully developed turbulen e [1, 4{7℄, has been to des ribe
su h pro esses in terms of sto hasti equations, in the
s ale domain, des ribing the as ading pro ess that rules
how the u tuations evolves when going from oarse to
ne s ales. One an state that the u tuations at s ales
l and l ( < 1) are related (for xed t) through the
as ading rule
Æl X (t) = W Æl X (t)
(4)
where ln(W ) is a random variable whi h law G depends
only on . Let us note that this latter equation an be
simply seen as a generalization of Eq. (3) with H being
sto hasti . Sin e Eq. (4) an be iterated, it impli itely
imposes the random variable W to have a log in nitely
divisible law [8℄. It is then easy to show that the iterative
rule satis ed by W implies the Fourier transform of G
an be written as G^ (k) = G^ln (k). If follows that the q
order absolute moments at s ale l s ales like
( ) = G^l=L( iq)m(q; L) = m(q; L)

m q; l

 F ( iq)

l
L

;

(5)

where F = ln G^ refers to the umulant generating fun tion of ln W [7, 10℄. Thus, identifying this latter equation
with Eq. (1), one nds  (q) = F ( iq). In the ase of selfsimilar pro esses of exponent H , ln(W ) is non sto hasti and has a dira fun tion law G(u) = Æ(u H ln())
leading to q = qH . The simplest non-linear (i.e., multifra tal) ase is the so- alled log-normal model that orresponds to a Normal shape for G and thus to a paraboli
q spe trum.
However, the previous \top to bottom" as ade onstru tion is, to a large extend, only formal. A ording to
our knowledge, nobody has su eeded in building e e tively su h pro esses yet, mainly be ause of the pe uliar

onstraints in the time-s ale half-plane. Indeed, the variables ÆX (t) annot be hosen freely be ause they must
satisfy Æ X (t) = Æ X (t) + Æ X (t + ) for all  .
Multipli ative as ading pro esses [11{14℄ that onsist
in writing Eq. (4) starting from some \ oarse" s ale L
and then iterating it towards ner s ales has been onstru ted ex lusively using an arbitrary xed s ale ratio
(e.g.,  = 1=2). Su h pro esses neither possess stationary
in rements nor ontinuous dilation invarian e properties.
Sin e they involve a parti ular arbitrary s ale ratio, Eq
(1) holds only for the dis rete s ales ln = nL.
The goal of this paper is to build a multifra tal pro ess
X (t), referred to as a Multifra tal Random Walk (MRW),
with stationary in rements and su h that Eq. (1) holds
for all l  L. We rst build a dis retized version Xt(t =
k t) of this pro ess. Let us note that the theoreti al issue
whether the limit pro ess X (t) = limt!0 Xt(t) is well
de ned will be addressed in a forth oming paper. In this
paper, we explain how it is built and prove that di erent
quantities (q order moments, in rement orrelation,...)
onverge, when t ! 0.
Writing Eq. (4) at the smallest s ale suggests that
a good andidate might be su h that ÆtXt(kt) =
t [k ℄Wt [k ℄ where t is a Gaussian variable and
Wt [k ℄ = e!t [k℄ is a log normal variable, i.e.,
( )=

Xt t

t=
t
X
k=1

( )=

Æt Xt t

t=
t
X
k=1

[℄

 t k

e!t [k℄ ;

(6)

with Xt(0) = 0 and t = kt. Moreover, we will hoose
t and !t to be de orrelated and t to be a white noise
of varian e 2 t. Obviously, we need to orrelate the
!t [k ℄'s otherwise Xt would simply onverge towards
a Brownian motion. Sin e, in the ase of as ade-like
pro esses, it has been shown [14{16℄ that the ovarian e
of the logarithm of the in rements de reases logarithmially, it seems natural to hoose
Cov (!t [k1 ℄; !t [k2 ℄) = 2 ln t [jk1 k2 j℄; (7)
with

L
for jkj  L=t 1 ; (8)
t [k ℄ = (jkj+1)t
1
otherwise
i.e., the !t are orrelated up to a distan e of L and their
varian e 2 ln(L=t) goes to +1 when t goes to 0 [18℄.
For the varian e of Xt to onverge, a qui k omputation
shows that we need to hoose
E (!t [k ℄) = rV ar (!t [k ℄) = r2 ln(L=t); (9)
with r = 1 (this value will be hanged later) for whi h
we nd V ar(X (t)) = 2 t.
Let us ompute the moments of the in rements of the
MRW X (t). Using the de nition of Xt(t) one gets
Pt =t Pt =t
E (Xt (t1 ):::Xt (tm )) = k11 =1 ::: kmm =1

E (t [k1 ℄:::t [km ℄)E e!t [k1 ℄+:::+!t [km ℄ :

Sin e t is a 0 mean Gaussian pro ess, this expression
is 0 if m is odd. Let m = 2p. Sin e the Æt[k℄'s are
Æ - orrelated Gaussian variables, one shows that the previous expression redu es to
(tS (1) ^X
tS (2) )=t (tS (2p 1) ^tS (2p) )=t

X
 2p X
2 Ppj=1 !t [kj ℄ tp ;
:::::::
E
e
2pp! S2S2p k1 =1
kp =1
where a^b refers to the minimum of a and b and S2p to the
set of the permutations
on f1; :::; 2pg. On the other hand,
 P
we have E e2 pj=1 !t[kj ℄ = Qi<j [ki kj ℄42 : Then,
when t ! 0, the general expression of the moments is
Rt
2p P
^t
E (X (t1 ):::X (t2p )) = 2p p! S2S2p 0 S (1) S (2) du1
Rt
Q
2
^t
(10)
::: 0 S (2p 1) S (2p) dup i<j (ui uj )4 ;
where (t) = limt!0 t[t=t℄. In the spe ial ase t1 =
t2 = ::: = t2p = l, a simple s aling argument leads to the
ontinuous dilation invarian e property
(2 ) = K2p



m p; l

l
L

p

2p(p 1)2

;

8l  L;

(11)

where we have denoted the prefa tor
K 2p

= Lp2p (2p 1)!!

Z

0

1

du1 :::

Z

0

1

dup

Y
i<j

jui

2
uj j 4 :

By analyti al ontinuation, we thus obtain the following
spe trum
q = (q q (q 2)2 )=2:
(12)
We have illustrated this s aling behavior in g. 1. Thus,
the MRW X (t) is a multifra tal pro ess with stationary
in rements and with ontinuous dilation invarian e properties up to the s ale L. Let us note that above this s ale
(l >> L), one gets from Eq. (10) that q = q=2, i.e., the
pro ess s ales like a simple Brownian motion, as if ! was
not orrelated, though, of ourse, X (t) is not Gaussian.
Indeed, K2p is nothing but the moment of order 2p 1of
the random variable X (L) that is in nite for p > 1+ 22
Consequently, the pdf of X (L) has fat tails. In g. 2,
we illustate that the as ade pi ture of Eq. (4) a ounts
very well for the evolution of the pdf of the in rements
at di erent s ales. One shows that the smaller the s ale
l, the fatter the tails of the pdf of Æl X (t).
Let us study the orrelation stru ture of the in rements
of X (t). Sin e 2 = 1, one an prove that they are de orrelated (though not independant). Let
C2p (l;  ) =< jÆ X (l)j2p jÆ X (0)j2p >;
(13)
with  < l. Using the same kind of arguments as above,
one an show that
R l+
R l+
C2p (l;  ) = ( 2p (2p 1)!!)2 l du1 ::: l dup
R
R
Q
4 2
0 dup+1 ::: 0 du2p 1i<j2p (ui uj ) : (14)
q

FIG. 2: (x) Standardized estimated pdf's of ln Æl X (t) for
= 4; 32; 256, 2048 and 4096 (from top to bottom). These
estimations have been made on 500 realizations of 217
samples ea h of a MRW with 2 = 0:06 and L = 2048.
Plots have been arbitrarily shifted for illustration purpose. ( ) theoreti al predi tion from the estimated
pdf at the largest s ale (l = 2048) using the as ade
equation (4).
l

FIG. 1: (a) Plot of two realizations of 217 samples of two
MRWs with 2 = 0:03, L = 2048 and where t is (top
plot) a white noise or (bottom plot) a fGn (Eq. (16))
with H = 2=3 . (b) Log-log plots of m(q; l) of the MRW
plotted in (a) (top plot) versus l for q = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. ( )
(Æ) (resp. (+)) : q spe trum estimation of the MRW
plotted at the top (resp. bottom) in (a). These estimations (obtained using the WTMM method [17℄) are in
perfe t agreement with the theoreti al predi tions ( )
given by Eq. (12) (resp. Eq. (17)).
A straightforward argument then shows that
( =L)22p  C (l;  )  K 2 ( =L)22p ;
K22p
2p ((l  )=L)42 p2
((l +  )=L)42 p2 2p
and onsequently for  << l xed, using analyti al ontinuation one expe ts Cq (l;  ) to s ale like
( )  Kq2

Cq l; 

  2q  l  2 q2

L

L

:

(15)

This behavior is illustrated in g. 3.
From the behavior of Cq when q ! 0, we an obtain
using Eq. (15) that the ovarian e of the logarithm of the
in rements
 at s ale  and lag l behaves (for  << l) like
2 ln Ll . Thus, this orrelation re e ts the orrelation
of the !t pro ess and is the same as observed in Refs

[14{16℄ for the as ade models. This behavior is he ked
in g. 4.
Finally, let us note that, one an built MRWs with
orrelated in rements by just repla ing the white noise
t by a fra tional Gaussian noise (fGn)
(H )
t [k ℄ = BH ((k + 1)t) BH (k t);
(16)
where BH (t) is a fBm with the s aling exponent H and
of varian e 2t2H , and hoosing r = 1=2 in Eq. (9).
Then, one an show (after tedious but straightforward
omputations) that the spe trum of the MRW X (H) (t)
is
q(H ) = qH q (q 1)2 =2;
(17)
(q(H) = qH at s ales >> L) and onsequently the MRW
has orrelated in rements. Su h a onstru tion is illustrated in g. 1 with H = 2=3. Sin e H > 1=2 it leads to
a pro ess whi h is more regular than the one previously
built.
To summarize, we have built the MRWs, a lass of
multifra tal pro esses, with stationary in rements and
ontinuous dilation invarian e. Su h pro esses have been
shown to satisfy, in a weak sense, the as ade equation
4. We do believe that they should be very helpful in all
the elds where multis aling is observed. Their onstru tion, using aggregation of random variables, make them
very interesting for the modelling of dynami al pro esses
like Lagrangian turbulen e or nan ial time series [19℄.
From a theoreti al point of view, MRW an be seen as
the simplest model that ontains the main ingredients for
multifra tality, namely, the logarithms of amplitude u tuations are nothing but a 1=f noise. Moreover, they involve very few parameters, mainly, the orrelation length

FIG. 4: Estimation (Æ) of the ovarian e C (ln)(l;  ) of
the logarithm of the in rements of an MRW. It is in perfe t agreement with the analyti al expression 2 ln Ll 
( ).
FIG. 3: (a) Log-log plots of Cq (l;  ) versus l for q =
1; 2; 3. (b) Estimation (Æ) of the power law exponent
Cq (l;  )  lq . It is in perfe t agreement with the theoreti al predi tion (Eq. (15)) q = 2q2 ( ).
, the intermitten y parameter 2 , the varian e 2 and
the roughness exponent H . They all an be easily estimated using the q spe trum and the in rement orrelations. The onstru tion of MRWs, an be used as a
general framework in whi h one an easily build other
lasses of pro esses in order to mat h some spe i experimental situations. For instan e, a stationary MRW
an be obtained by just adding a fri tion > 0, i.e.,
)Xt [k 1℄+ t[k℄e!t[k℄ . One an build
Xt [k ℄ = (1
a stri tly in reasing MRW (and onsequently a sto hasti
positive multifra tal measure) by just setting t = t
in Eq. (6) and use it as a multifra tal time for subordinating a monofra tal pro ess (su h as an fBm). One an
also use other laws than the (log-)normal for  and/or !.
Another interesting point on erns the problem of the
existen e of a limit (t ! 0) sto hasti pro ess and on
the development of a new sto hasti al ulus asso iated
to this pro ess. All these prospe ts will be addressed in
forth oming studies.
We a knowledge Alain Arneodo for interesting dis ussions.
L
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